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along the Formosa coast. A friend motored me to Tamsui to pay
my respects to a distinguished Consul and his charming wife,
It was a delightful drive through the thirteen miles of verdant
valley, with ranges of high hills on either hand and constant
views of the Tamsui river as it flowed seaward. The British
Consulate, which in spite of the decadence of Tamsui is still
maintained there, stands high above the estuary in an attractive
garden. It is no doubt an inconvenience that the only British
Consulate in Formosa should be at a distance both from the
Capital and the modern port of Keelung, but the abandonment
of so pleasing a residence on a site full of historical interest would
be regrettable. In the gardens stands an old Dutch fort, a high
massive tower, constructed in the XVIIth century by the early
Dutch invaders of the island. The dungeons and the old
vaulted rooms and the prisoners' quarters are still extant.
To-day the building, but little changed, serves as the Consular
office. We climbed the steep stairway to the roof to watch the
sun set over the estuary of the river. It would be difficult to
imagine anything more placidly beautiful than the scene on that
evening of early autumn—the outline of the hills, the deep
shadows of the woods, the exquisite luminosity of the green
rice-fields, the rose-tinted river and the vast expanse of sea
beyond.
Far below us lay a line of anchored junks—the most decorative
of all ships—and on board of one that was just leaving the crew
were beating gongs as the great sail of yellow matting was
hoisted. Away up the river rose the wood smoke of the houses
of the native town—& long line of dim roofs amongst groves of
trees. Few indeed can be the travellers who would not fall under
the spell of the fascinating island that the Portuguese so aptly
called " Isla Formosa." Yet how many of these Eastern lands
where Nature's exuberance is so manifest, where peace now
reigns and the land satisfies with a minimum of endeavour every
want, conceal a past of death, cruelty and suffering. Of nowhere
probably is this more true than Formosa. Of its state under the
aborigines, before the tenor of their existence was molested by
mediaeval invasions, nothing is known. From the divergence of
tradition, language and custom that exist to-day amongst the
original inhabitants it may be taken for granted that the land was
split up into tribal districts and that the tribes waged war upon
each other. Little by little Chinese adventurers, combining the
professions of pirate and merchant, sailed over from the mainland

